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Abstract

Motivated by wave or Dirac equations on noncommutative deformations of Minkowski
space, linear integro-differential equations of the form (D + λW )f = 0 are studied, where
D is a normal or prenormal hyperbolic differential operator on ❘n, λ ∈ ❈ is a coupling
constant, and W is a regular integral operator with compactly supported kernel. In partic-
ular, W can be non-local in time, so that a Hamiltonian formulation is not possible. It is
shown that for sufficiently small |λ|, the hyperbolic character of D is essentially preserved.
Unique advanced/retarded fundamental solutions are constructed by means of a conver-
gent expansion in λ, and the solution spaces are analyzed. It is shown that the acausal
behavior of the solutions is well-controlled, but the Cauchy problem is ill-posed in general.
Nonetheless, a scattering operator can be calculated which describes the effect of W on
the space of solutions of D.

It is also described how these structures occur in the context of noncommutative
Minkowski space, and how the results obtained here can be used for the analysis of classical
and quantum field theories on such spaces.

1 Introduction

Hyperbolic partial differential equations play a prominent role in many areas of physics, par-
ticularly in quantum field theory. They provide the dynamics for linear quantum field models
which can be viewed as starting points, or building blocks, of any quantum field theory — most
importantly, of quantum field models describing interactions of elementary particle physics (see
e.g. [Haa96, SW64, BLOT90] for a synopsis).

Moreover, hyperbolic partial differential equations are of similarly prominent importance
when studying quantum fields propagating on curved spacetime manifolds in semiclassical ap-
proaches to understanding the interplay of elementary particle physics and gravity [Wal94,
HW10, BDH13]. The mathematical questions related to such differential equations, such as
theorems on the global well-posedness of the Cauchy problem and on the causal propaga-
tion character of solutions of hyperbolic partial differential operators, and Dirac operators, on
globally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifolds, are well understood (see, for example [BGP07]).

However, the situation is quite different when considering non-commutative (or non-local)
modifications of hyperbolic equations, for example

�f + w ⋆ f = 0,

where � is the d’Alembertian and ⋆ a non-commutative product between w and f , typically
given by an integral expression. Similar differential equations have been studied before, even in
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the non-linear case [DG10]. However, the novel point here is that we consider the case where
the product ⋆ also involves integration in the time coordinate (“non-commutative time”). Then
a Hamiltonian formulation is not possible, and the usual theorems referred to above do not
apply. Nonetheless, such equations appear in the context of field theories on noncommutative
spacetimes; and their analysis is the topic of the present paper.

To explain our setting and motivation in more detail, it is instructive to first recall some well-
known facts on the solutions and dynamics of linear hyperbolic differential equations without
non-local perturbations.

One of the easiest ways of introducing an interaction in a field theory — be it a classical field
or a quantum field — is to couple the field to an external potential. Given sufficient regularity
conditions that the external potential has to obey, one finds under very general circumstances
that there is a scattering operator which compares the dynamics of solutions to a hyperbolic
wave equation with an external potential to those without. To explain this more specifically,
assume that we are given some second order linear hyperbolic differential operator

D : C∞(❘n,❈N ) → C∞(❘n,❈N )

whose principal part is the d’Alembertian � = ∂2/∂x20 −
∑n−1

k=1 ∂
2/∂x2k.

1 We regard D as the
“unperturbed” hyperbolic differential operator. It defines a linear wave equation

Df = 0 ,

and any f ∈ C∞(❘n,❈N ) fulfilling this equation and having the property that its restrictions
to hyperplanes of constant time x0 have compact support will hence be called a solution of
the unperturbed wave equation with compactly supported Cauchy data. We collect all such
solutions in a set Sol0 (which naturally is a vector space). Next, we can “perturb” the hyperbolic
differential operator D by adding some other linear map W : C∞(❘n,❈N ) → C∞(❘n,❈N ) to
obtain perturbed operators

Dλ = D + λW ,

parametrized by λ ∈ ❈. Thus, W is viewed as an external potential or “perturbation”, and λ is
a parameter which (if taken real and positive) scales the coupling strength of the fields. At this
stage, W can be very general, but let us first restrict to the case that W acts as a pointwise
(matrix-valued) multiplication operator, i.e. (Wf)(x) = w(x)f(x) with w ∈ C∞(❘n,❈N×N ).
In this case, Dλ is again a second order linear hyperbolic partial differential operator; we call
Dλf = 0 the perturbed wave equation (if λ 6= 0) and we denote by Solλ the set of smooth
solutions to this differential equation which have compactly supported Cauchy data, in complete
analogy to the case of D before.

Under these assumptions, the Cauchy problem for the wave equation Dλf = 0 is well-
posed, i.e. for any C∞

0 -Cauchy data, it has a unique solution. Moreover, there are uniquely
determined advanced and retarded Green’s operators R±

λ : C∞
0 (❘n,❈N ) → C∞(❘n,❈N )

such that DλR
±
λ g = g = R±

λDλg for all g ∈ C∞
0 (❘n,❈N ) and supp(R±

λ g) ⊂ J±(supp g),
where J±(supp g) is the causal future(+), resp. causal past(−) of supp g. Defining the causal
propagator Rλ = R−

λ −R+
λ , it then holds that Rλ maps C∞

0 (❘n,❈N ) onto Solλ, see Sec. 2 and
the literature cited there for details. As an aside, we remark that this holds more generally

1The operator is implicitly regarded as a second order partial differential operator on Minkowski spacetime
with metric principal part, hence we use the convention to denote elements of ❘n as x = (x0, x1, . . . , xn−1)
where x0 is viewed as time-coordinate and the xk, k = 1, . . . , n− 1 are spatial coordinates.
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for the case that Dλ is a second order linear operator with metric principal part on a globally
hyperbolic Lorentzian manifold, or that Dλ is a Dirac-type operator, see [Dim82]. Therefore,
our restriction here to the case of n-dimensional Minkowski spacetime is mainly for the sake of
simplicity.

With these very general statements about the solutions to the wave equation Dλf = 0,
one is also in the position to define a scattering operator alluded to above. To this end, one
first introduces the Møller operators. The Møller operators and correspondingly the scattering
operator are known to exist under quite general conditions on the potential w, a sufficient (but
not necessary) condition is w ∈ C∞

0 (❘n,❈N×N ). In this situation, there are τ± ∈ ❘ so that w
vanishes on the two future/past regions Σ±

τ± := {x ∈ ❘n : ±x0 > ±τ±}. The Møller operators
are then defined by

Ωλ,± : Solλ → Sol0 , Rλg 7→ R0g , supp g ⊂ Σ±
τ± ,

and the scattering operator by

Sλ = Ωλ,+(Ωλ,−)
−1 : Sol0 → Sol0 .

The action of the scattering operator compares solutions of the perturbed wave equation to
solutions of the unperturbed wave equation in the following way. First, a given solution of
the unperturbed wave equation is propagated “backwards in time” to the spacetime region Σ−

τ−
where the perturbation W vanishes. Therefore, in this spacetime region, the solution of the
unperturbed wave equation is also a solution to the perturbed wave equation, and thus (by the
well-posedness of the Cauchy problem) it determines a solution to the perturbed wave equation
on all of Minkowski spacetime. That solution to the perturbed wave equation is propagated
“forward in time” to the spacetime region Σ+

τ+
where again, W vanishes. The solution to

the perturbed wave equation therefore determines a new solution to the unperturbed wave
equation on all of Minkowski spacetime. The scattering operator assigns this new solution to
the unperturbed wave equation to the one initially given. Equivalently, Sλ can be viewed as
mapping the past asymptotics of a solution of Dλ to its future asymptotics, and thus provides
partial information about the dynamics described by Dλ. We note that this way of describing
the scattering process is analogous to the concept of “relative Cauchy evolution” which was
studied in the context of local general covariant quantum field theory [BFV03, FV12, HW01].

Upon choosing a Cauchy data formulation of the wave equation, the scattering operator
can, in fact, be cast in a perhaps more familiar form, similar to the way a scattering operator
appears in quantum mechanics. Let u ∈ C∞

0 (❘n−1,❈N )×C∞
0 (❘n−1,❈N ) denote some Cauchy

data for any of the wave equations at x0 = 0. Let fλ[u] be the solution of the wave equation,
Dλfλ[u] = 0 having these Cauchy data at x0 = 0. Then we denote by

Tλ,t : C
∞
0 (❘n−1,❈N )× C∞

0 (❘n−1,❈N ) → C∞
0 (❘n−1,❈N )× C∞

0 (❘n−1,❈N )

the operator which assigns to u the Cauchy data of fλ[u] at x0 = t. In this setting, the Møller
operators are

Ωλ,± = lim
t→±∞

T0,t(Tλ,t)
−1

(in fact, the limits are already assumed for finite t such that ±t > ±τ±), and again the
scattering operator is Sλ = Ωλ,+(Ωλ,−)

−1.
One can therefore see that the class of perturbations W to the linear hyperbolic wave

operators can be considerably enlarged when one adopts the point of view to put the wave
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equation into its Cauchy data form (or, as it is sometimes called, in Hamiltonian form): Then
the wave equation is re-formulated as a one-parametric evolution equation

d

dt
ut +Atut = 0 , (1.1)

where now ut = T0,tu is in the Cauchy data space C∞
0 (❘n−1,❈N ) × C∞

0 (❘n−1,❈N ) and for
any real t, At is a linear operator on that space. Clearly, this kind of evolution equation can
immediately be generalized to the case where the Cauchy data space is replaced by a suitable
Sobolev space or Hilbert space, or a more general type of topological vector space. If (1.1) is
the evolution equation corresponding to a wave equation, then the At are partial differential
operators and At is local in the sense that supp(Atu) ⊂ supp(u), but that is in fact not
necessary in order to obtain statements on the well-posedness of the initial value problem for
such evolution equations. This circumstance makes the class of problems which can be treated
in form of an evolution equation of the form (1.1) very large, as is well known (see, e.g. [SY02]
and literature cited therein as just one sample reference).

In particular, assuming that (1.1) corresponds to the evolution equation of the wave equa-
tion Df = 0, then one can treat perturbation operators W whose corresponding evolution
equations assume the form

d

dt
uλ,t + (At + λBt)uλ,t = 0 , (1.2)

where the perturbation operators Bt can be fairly arbitrary, apart from the requirement that
one would indeed still like to assert the well-posedness of the initial value problem for this
equation (if possible globally, i.e. with solutions being defined, and being sufficiently regular,
for all t ∈ ❘). This means that the Bt need not be local operators, but can be quite general
pseudodifferential operators, or integro-differential operators, for example.

However, what is clearly required in this approach is that W acts “locally in time” so as
to allow an equivalent rewriting of the wave equation Dλf = 0 in terms of (1.2) where the
perturbation W can be re-expressed by a family of operators Bt, each acting on the Cauchy
data uλ,t of the solution f at time x0 = t. There exist perturbations where W is not local in
time in this sense and where, hence, the perturbed wave equation Dλf = 0 cannot be cast into
the form of an evolution equation of the type (1.2). Typical examples are integral operators
involving integration over the time variable.

It is our main aim to analyze such non-local in time hyperbolic differential equations. While
we are restricting ourselves to the mathematical core of the problem in this article, it might be
useful to summarize here together with our results also our motivations, which are related to
quantum physics, and more particularly quantum field theory on noncommutative spacetimes.
In fact, examples of non-local in time perturbations are given by certain noncommutative
multiplication operators, such as the Moyal product [GGBI+04]. Let us suppose that n is even,
and that θ is some fixed, antisymmetric real invertible (n × n) matrix. Then let (αzf)(x) =
f(x+ z) be the action of the translations on measurable functions g on ❘n. The Moyal-Rieffel
product between smooth functions is given by

w ⋆ f =

∫

❘n

dp

∫

❘n

dz e2πi(p,z)αθpw · αzf , (1.3)

understood as an oscillatory integral on, say, Schwartz space. This product between functions
is (owing to θ having full rank) non-local in time (and also in space) even in the sense that, if
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w and f both have compact support, then in general w ⋆ f will not have compact support in
any of its xµ-variables.

The Moyal-Rieffel product and variants thereof play an important role in deformation
quantization [Wal07], and also in the context noncommutative Minkowski spacetime, see for
example the review [Sza03]. However, before presenting our vantage point as to why we think
that wave equations with non-local in time perturbations of the type provided by the Moyal-
Rieffel product are useful when studying quantum fields on non-commutative spacetimes, it
may be more instructive to first present the assumptions made and results achieved in the
present work. In describing this, we will also summarize the content of this article.

Our starting point is a wave operator D as before, or a first oder linear partial differential
operator D for which there is another first order linear partial differential operator D′ such that
D′D is a wave operator. Precise definitions appear in Sec. 2. Known results on the existence
and uniqueness of advanced and retarded Green’s operators R± for D will also be summarized
there. Then we consider a perturbation W of D which is a C∞

0 -kernel operator, i.e.

(Wf)(x) =

∫
dy w(x, y)f(y)

with w ∈ C∞
0 (❘n ×❘n,❈N×N ), and as before, we consider the perturbed operators

Dλ = D + λW .

The main result of Sec. 2.2 is that, provided that |λ| is sufficiently small, there exist fundamental
solutions (Green’s operators) R±

λ for Dλ, distinguished by the property that

DλR
±
λ f = f = R±

λDλf

for all f ∈ C∞
0 (❘n,❈N ), and a localization property of supp(R±

λ f) which is dominated by the
causal propagation of the unperturbed fundamental solutions R±. Moreover, we show that
such Green’s operators for Dλ are unique. For Cauchy data imposed outside of the support
region of w, i.e. outside the causal closure of some set K such that suppw ⊂ K×K, the Cauchy
problem for Dλf = 0 turns out to be well-posed. In contrast, we will also show that there are
C∞
0 -kernels w such that the Cauchy problem for Dλf = 0 is ill-posed; both the existence and

uniqueness of its solutions can break down in this situation.
Nonetheless, we will establish that, provided |λ| is sufficiently small, it is possible to define a

scattering operator, relying on the well-posedness of Dλf = 0 for Cauchy data imposed outside
of the support region of w.

These findings allow, from our point of view, to draw the following conclusion: If the
perturbation W is non-local in time, one can in general not expect that the resulting wave
equation Dλf = 0 permits a well-posed Cauchy problem, or that its solutions propagate strictly
causally — in particular, not for arbitrary λ. Only for small coupling, λW can be considered
as a small perturbation of the wave operator D so that the dynamics is still mainly determined
by the hyperbolic character of D and therefore admits unique advanced and retarded Green’s
operators R±

λ . When |λ| is made large, it may happen that the hyperbolic character of D is no
longer the dominating contribution to the dynamics. Therefore, we think that the scattering of
Cauchy data in the past of K to the future of K, described by the scattering operator Sλ, which
exists for sufficiently small |λ|, should actually be seen as the generalization, or replacement,
of the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem for the wave equation (D + λW )f = 0 when W
is non-local in time.
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We also show that the “generator” of the scattering operator Sλ with respect to variation
of the coupling parameter λ is given by RW , i.e.

d(Sλf0)

dλ

∣∣∣∣
λ=0

= RWf0

for all f0 ∈ Sol0. While this quantity might seem a quite weak replacement for the full dynamics
as described by the Cauchy problem, it is actually an important object in the context of field
theory, as recalled below.

In Sec. 4, we consider the quantization of (solutions of) the wave equations, or Dirac-type
equations, in terms of assigning abstract CCR-algebras or CAR-algebras to the corresponding
solution spaces. This procedure is entirely standard; we establish that, under suitable — very
general — conditions, the scattering operators Sλ defined on Sol0 for underlying C∞

0 -kernel
operators W and for sufficiently small |λ| induce C∗-algebra morphisms sλ on the associated
CCR or CAR algebras of the quantized fields. They are also called “scattering morphisms” or
“scattering Bogoliubov transformations”.

In Sec. 3, we consider perturbation terms given by certain star products, i.e. Wf = w ⋆ f
with a product ⋆ of the form (1.3). Such perturbations are limits of C∞

0 -kernel operators, and
we discuss two examples: The Moyal product itself, corresponding to the canonical translation
action α, and a “locally noncommutative star product” as discussed in [HNW07, BW07, LW11],
in which the action α only acts non-trivially in a bounded region. Both these perturbations do
not have smooth and compactly supported integral kernels (in each example, one of the two
properties fails), but one always has a family Wε of C∞

0 -kernel operators such that Wε →W for
ε→ 0. One thus obtains, for each positive ε, scattering operators Sε,λ provided |λ| is sufficiently
small (possibly depending on ε). Nevertheless, the “generators” d(Sε,λ)/dλ|λ=0 = RWε are
independent of λ, and one can argue that in the context of quantum field theory, these are
mainly the objects one is interested in. For the case of Dirac operators and the Moyal product,
such an investigation can also be found in the thesis [Bor11].

This brings us back to the motivation for considering perturbation operators W arising from
Moyal-Rieffel-type products in the context of quantum fields on non-commutative spacetimes;
here we refer to discussion in [BV10] and [Ver11] where such ideas are discussed in more
detail. Suppose that we have a quantum field on Minkowski spacetime, i.e. an operator-valued
distribution ψ(f), f ∈ C∞

0 (❘n,❈N ), fulfilling the wave equation ψ(Df) = 0; concretely, in
line with [BV10, Ver11], we think of the Dirac field, so that it fulfills the CAR relations (cf.
Sec. 4)

ψ(f1)
∗ψ(f2) + ψ(f2)ψ(f1)

∗ = i〈f1, γ
0Rf2〉 · 1 .

A natural way of setting up a quantum field like the Dirac field on a “non-commutative”
spacetime, such as the Moyal-Rieffel deformed Minkowski-spacetime, is to replace the standard
product of field operators by the corresponding Rieffel-deformed product with respect to some
action of the translation group. Either on a classical or quantum level, such a procedure is
contained in most approaches to quantum field theory on noncommutative spacetime, see for
example the articles [DFR95, DN01, Sza03, GW05, Riv07, Sol08, GL08] and the literature cited
therein. On the quantum level, this is equivalent to “deforming” the quantum field operators
by the procedure of “warped convolution” [GL07, BS08, GL08, BLS11].

There are however many different approaches to the task of defining quantum field theories
on noncommutative spacetimes, one other notable possibility being to regard Moyal-Rieffel
deformed Minkowski spacetime in the light of a “Lorentzian spectral triple”, in the spirit of
Connes’ spectral geometry [Con90, GBVF01]. Also here, one of the essentials is to replace the
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commutative algebra of scalar “test-functions” on Minkowski spacetime ❘n, endowed with the
usual pointwise product h · g, by the non-commutative algebra of “test-functions”, where the
pointwise product is replaced by the Moyal-Rieffel product h⋆g, or a variant thereof. One may
wonder how that changing of products takes effect on the quantum field operators, and one
possible response to that question is: by different forms of scattering of the quantized Dirac
field by an external, scalar potential.

On the usual (“undeformed”) Minkowski spacetime, the coupling of the field to an external
potential is by the commutative pointwise product of functions, e.g. the corresponding per-
turbation operator for the Dirac equation is Wf = w · f , f ∈ C∞

0 (❘n,❈), for some function
w ∈ C∞

0 (❘n,❘), say. Then one gets the scattering operator Sλ for the corresponding Dλ and
a scattering morphism sλ on the algebra of Dirac field operators ψ(f), which results in [BV10]

d

dλ
sλ(ψ(f))

∣∣∣∣
λ=0

= ψ(w ·Rf) = i[: ψ+ψ : (w), ψ(f)] ,

where on the right hand side, : ψ+ψ : (w) is the Wick-product (in vacuum representation) of
the adjoint quantized Dirac field and the quantized Dirac field — which is a scalar quantum
field, hence observable, with the interpretation of a quantized field density.

If we consider an external scalar potential on the Moyal-Rieffel deformed Minkowski space-
time, then the perturbation operator Wf = w ⋆ f is the limit as ε → 0 of a sequence of
C∞
0 -kernel operators Wε. In the case of a Moyal product with commutative time (where a

Hamiltonian formulation of the differential equation is at hand), it was shown in [BV10] that
the scattering morphism sλ takes the form

lim
ε→0

d

dλ
sε,λ(ψ(f))

∣∣∣∣
λ=0

= ψ(w ⋆ Rf) = i[: ψ+ψ : (w) ⋆, ψ(f)]

where on the right hand side, there is a suitably Moyal-Rieffel deformed version of the commu-
tator. More interesting, however, is the fact that one can expect that there are (symmetric)
operators X(w) such that

lim
ε→0

d

dλ
sε,λ(ψ(f))

∣∣∣∣
λ=0

= i[X(w), ψ(f)] ,

and these operators would obviously be different from the operators : ψ+ψ : (w); in particular,
they have completely different localization properties. In the spirit of “Bogoliubov’s formula”
[BS80], the operators X(w) should actually be regarded as “observables” of the quantum field
associated with w regarded as an element of the Moyal-Rieffel deformed “test-functions” over
Minkowski spacetime, see [BV10] for further discussion. Following this line of argument offers
a systematic way to associate quantum field observables to elements of a “algebra of non-
commutative coordinates” seen, at least tentatively, from a perspective of Connes’ spectral
geometry.

With the analysis of non-local in time perturbations carried out in the present paper, one
can expect to obtain similar results also in the case of fully noncommutative spacetime, in-
cluding noncommutative time. In fact, since the warped convolution defines a representation
of the Rieffel-deformed product [BLS11], the X(w) should be related to warped convolutions
of the : ψ+ψ(w) :. We therefore expect that our results will be helpful in comparing differ-
ent approaches to quantum field theory on noncommutative spacetimes, and provide tools to
extract the relevant physical effects. These questions will be investigated elsewhere.
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2 (Pre-)normally hyperbolic differential operators with smooth-
ing compactly localized perturbations

2.1 Basic Definitions and Preliminaries

In this subsection, we set up our notation and introduce the objects of our investigations.
Starting with the basic geometric data, Minkowski space ❘n, n ≥ 2, is endowed with its
standard metric of signature +− . . .−, and we put s := n− 1. The causal future (+)/past (−)
of a set B ⊂ ❘n is denoted J±(B). In particular, V ± := J±({0}) is the forward/backward
light cone. A subset M of Minkowski space is called causally convex if for any causal curve in
❘n with endpoints in M , the whole curve lies in M . The term Cauchy hyperplane is used to
refer to Cauchy surfaces of the form Σ = Σt = {t} ×❘s, t ∈ ❘, and we also employ the short
hand notations Σ±

t for the interior of J±(Σt).
We write

C
∞ := C∞(❘n,❈N ) , C

∞
0 := C∞

0 (❘n,❈N ) , L
2 := L2(❘n,❈N ) ,

for the space of smooth functions, smooth functions of compact support, and (equivalence
classes of) Lebesgue square integrable functions f : ❘n → ❈N , respectively, where N ∈ ◆ is
some integer. For subsets K ⊂ ❘n, we write C∞(K) for the subspace of C∞(K) of functions
with support in K, and analogously for the other spaces. All these spaces are endowed with
their standard topologies, see e.g. [Tre67]. The scalar product in L 2 is denoted 〈 · , · 〉, and
the one in ❈N by ( · , · ), i.e. 〈f, g〉 =

∫
dx (f(x), g(x)). The associated norms are ‖ · ‖2 and

| · |, respectively.
By “differential operator” we shall always mean linear finite order differential operator with

smooth coefficients, and by “Cauchy data u on some Cauchy hyperplane Σ”, we shall always
mean smooth compactly supported Cauchy data (sometimes also called C∞

0 -Cauchy data). In
the context of a first order (in time) differential operator, this is a function u ∈ C∞

0 (Σ), whereas
in the context of a second order operator, this is a pair of functions, u ∈ C∞

0 (Σ)× C∞
0 (Σ).

In the following, we will study differential operators of the form Dλ = D + λW , where
D is a (pre-)normally hyperbolic differential operator, λ ∈ ❈ a coupling constant, and W some
non-local perturbation term. These objects are defined next.

Definition 2.1. ((Pre-)normally hyperbolic differential operators)

a) A linear differential operator D on C∞ is called normally hyperbolic if there exist smooth
matrix-valued functions U0, ..., U s, V : ❘n → ❈N×N such that

D =
∂2

∂x20
−

s∑

k=1

∂2

∂x2k
+

s∑

µ=0

Uµ(x)
∂

∂xµ
+ V (x) . (2.1)

b) A linear differential operator D on C∞ is called prenormally hyperbolic if D is of first
order, and there exists another first order differential operator D′ on C∞ such that D′D
is normally hyperbolic.

Whereas the first definition is standard in the context of wave equations (see for example
[BGP07, Wal12]), the second one is taken from [Müh11, Def. 1], and basically tailored towards
a convenient description of Dirac operators. In fact, the Dirac operator D = −i

∑s
µ=0 γ

µ ∂
∂xµ

+

V (x) is prenormally hyperbolic when the matrices γµ generate an irreducible representation of
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the complexified Clifford algebra ❈l1,s [Tha91, Coq88], and V : ❘n → ❈N×N is smooth. We
also mention that with D, also D′ is prenormally hyperbolic.

For our analysis, both the normally hyperbolic and the prenormally hyperbolic case are
equally well suited, and we will thus consider an arbitrary (pre-)normally hyperbolic differential
operator D.

In [Müh11], it was shown that prenormally hyperbolic operators inherit many of the well-
known properties of normally hyperbolic ones [BGP07], see also [Dim82, San10, BV10] for
corresponding arguments for Dirac operators. We summarize here the characteristic features
of (pre-)normally hyperbolic operators we will rely on in this article.

Theorem 2.2. (Properties of (pre-)normally hyperbolic differential operators)
Let D be a (pre-)normally hyperbolic differential operator. Then

D1) D : C∞ → C∞ is a linear continuous map.

D2) D is local in the sense that supp(Df) ⊂ supp f for any f ∈ C∞.

D3) For any Cauchy hyperplane Σ and any Cauchy data u on Σ, there exists unique f0[u] ∈
C∞ such that Df0[u] = 0 and f0[u]|Σ = u (for prenormally hyperbolic D), respectively
f0[u]|Σ = u1, ∂0f0[u]|Σ = u2, u = (u1, u2) (for normally hyperbolic D).

D4) D has unique advanced and retarded fundamental solutions, i.e. continuous linear maps
R± : C∞

0 → C∞ uniquely determined by the conditions that DR±f = f = R±Df and
supp(R±f) ⊂ J±(supp f) for all f ∈ C∞

0 .

We define the causal propagator as2

R := R− −R+ , (2.2)

and the space of all solutions with compact support on Cauchy hyperplanes as

Sol0 := {f ∈ C
∞ : Df = 0 , supp f ⊂ (V + + a+) ∪ (V − + a−) for some a± ∈ ❘n} . (2.3)

We then furthermore have

D5) The formal adjoint of D w.r.t. 〈 · , · 〉, denoted D∗, is also (pre-)normally hyperbolic
and thus satisfies D1)–D4) as well. The retarded/advanced fundamental solutions of D∗,
denoted S±, are related to R± by S± = (R∓)∗.

D6) Let Σ be a Cauchy hyperplane and Σ an open causally convex neighborhood of Σ. Then

Sol0 = RC
∞
0 (Σ) . (2.4)

D7) For any causally convex subset M ⊂ ❘n, the restriction of D to M satisfies prop-
erties analogous to D1)–D6). The retarded and advanced fundamental solutions R±

M

of D|M : C∞(M) → C∞(M) are the restrictions (in domain and range) of the R±,
R±

M : C∞
0 (M) → C∞(M).

2Also called “Green’s operator”. Note that the sign convention used here differs from the one in the previous
article [BV10].
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Items D1) and D2) hold for all linear differential operators, and the proofs of D3)–D7) for
the normally hyperbolic case can be found in [BGP07]. For the prenormal case, D3)–D4) have
been proven explicitly by Mühlhoff [Müh11], and also D5)–D7) can be quickly extracted from
his construction of fundamental solutions.

The properties D1)–D7) are not all independent of each other. For example, D7) can be
deduced from the uniqueness of the fundamental solutions, and leads to a functorial assignment
from the category of all globally hyperbolic sub-spacetimes of ❘n, with isometric embeddings
as arrows, to the corresponding solution spaces [BFV03, BGP07, FV12].

The second essential input in our analysis is a non-local perturbation term. As explained
in the Introduction, we are interested in describing star product multipliers, or approximate
version thereof, which suggests to consider integral operators with C∞

0 -kernels.
Let us now motivate this choice also from a mathematical perspective. Given a linear map

W : C∞ → C∞, a smooth function f ∈ C∞ can be a solution of the perturbed operator
Dλ = D + λW only if Wf ∈ DC∞. In the extreme case that WC∞ ∩ DC∞ = {0}, f is a
solution of Dλ if and only if Df = 0 and Wf = 0 separately. Such solutions can exist, and
there are even examples where any solution of Df = 0 automatically also satisfies Wf = 0.
However, these solutions are uninteresting from our point of view, as they are just solutions of
the unperturbed equation and in particular do not depend on the coupling λ. In this situation,
D and W completely decouple, and the scattering at W will be trivial.

We will therefore rather consider situations where WC∞ ⊂ DC∞, where an interesting
solution theory for Dλ is not ruled out from the beginning. As C∞

0 ⊂ DC∞ by the existence of
Green’s operators R± postulated above, this will in particular be the case when WC∞ ⊂ C∞

0 .
In this situation, any f ∈ C∞ satisfies Dλf = Df + λWf = D(f + λR±Wf), which vanishes
if (1 + λR+W )f = Rh for some h ∈ C∞

0 . Hence many solutions will exist if (1 + λR±W )
can be inverted. Formally, the inverse is given by (1 + λR±W )−1 =

∑∞
k=0(−λR

±W )k, but
convergence of this series in a useful topology is not automatic.

In the next section, we will study this question in an L 2-setting, and to this end, it is
necessary that W is regular enough to make R±W bounded in an L 2-operator norm. These
requirements can most easily be met when taking W to be a C∞

0 -kernel operator.

Definition 2.3. (C∞
0 -kernel operator)

A C∞
0 -kernel operator is a mapping W : C∞ → C∞ which can be represented as

(Wf)(x) :=

∫
dy w(x, y)f(y) , f ∈ C

∞, (2.5)

where w ∈ C∞
0 (❘n ×❘n,❈N×N ). The family of all C∞

0 -kernel operators will be denoted W.

The relevant properties of C∞
0 -kernel operators that we will use are the following.

Lemma 2.4. (Properties of C∞
0 -kernel operators)

Let W be a C∞
0 -kernel operator. Then

W1) There exists a compact set K ⊂ ❘n such that WC∞ ⊂ C∞
0 (K), and Wf = 0 for all f

with supp f ∩K = ∅,

W2) W extends to a continuous linear map W : L 2 → C∞
0 (K).

W3) The adjoint W ∗ of W w.r.t. 〈 · , · 〉 is also a C∞
0 -kernel operator,

W4) For any differential operator Q, also WQ and QW satisfy W1)–W3).
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Proof. W1) is clearly satisfied for any compact K such that suppw ⊂ K ×K.
W2) For compact B ⊂ ❘n, and every a ∈ ◆0, we find by a routine estimate

sup
x∈B
|α|≤a

|∂αxWwf(x)| ≤ Ca ‖f‖2 .

ThusWw extends to a continuous mapWw : L 2 → C∞
0 (K). SinceWw

∗ =Ww∗ with w∗(x, y) =
w(y, x)∗, the same holds for the adjoint Ww

∗, i.e. we have also shown W3). Finally, acting
with a differential operator Q from the left on W just results in a different C∞

0 -kernel, as
multiplication and differentiation preserve C∞

0 . For the action from the right, WQ, one has to
use integration by parts to arrive at the same conclusion. This shows W4).

The following investigations will be based on a (pre-)normally hyperbolic differential op-
erator D and a C∞

0 -kernel operator W . By K, we will always refer to its “support”, i.e. a
compact subset of ❘n as in W1). Our requirements on W can probably be relaxed (see also
the remarks in Section 3), in particular regarding the smoothing property W2). However, for
the sake of simplicity, we stick to C∞

0 -kernel operators for now.

2.2 Fundamental Solutions and the Cauchy Problem

Having fixed a (pre-)normally hyperbolic D and a C∞
0 -kernel operator W ∈ W , we now

consider, λ ∈ ❈,

Dλ := D + λW , (2.6)

which is defined as a continuous linear map C∞ → C∞. The first main step in our investigation
will be the construction of advanced and retarded fundamental solutions for Dλ (for small
enough |λ|). These fundamental solutions will first be constructed in a suitable neighborhood
of the support K of the perturbation, and then on all of ❘n.

To introduce this neighborhood, pick two numbers
τ− < τ+ such that the time slice

Mτ := {x : τ− < x0 < τ+} = Σ+
τ− ∩ Σ−

τ+

contains K, where x = (x0, ..., xn−1) are the standard
Cartesian coordinates of ❘n. This notation will be used
throughout the article.

Restrictions to Mτ will generally be denoted by a
subscript τ . For example, D,Dλ naturally restrict to
C∞(Mτ ), and these restrictions are denoted Dτ , Dτ,λ.
For the fundamental solutions R± : C∞

0 → C∞, we
denote the restriction in domain and range by R±

τ , i.e.
R±

τ : C∞
0 (Mτ ) → C∞(Mτ ). As Wf = 0 for supp f ∩Mτ = ∅, we omit the index τ when

considering W as restricted to L 2(Mτ ). Finally, the causal future/past of a set B ⊂ Mτ in
Mτ is denoted J±

τ (B) = J±(B) ∩Mτ .

As the time slice Mτ is causally convex, D7) applies, the restricted differential op-
erator Dτ has the unique advanced and retarded fundamental solutions R±

τ , i.e. R±
τ :

C∞
0 (Mτ ) → C∞(Mτ ) are continuous and linear and satisfy DτR

±
τ f = f = R±

τ Dτf and
supp(R±

τ f) ⊂ J±
τ (supp f) for any f ∈ C∞

0 (Mτ ). Due to the final extension of Mτ in time
direction, we have the following additional statement.
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Lemma 2.5. The fundamental solutions R±
τ of Dτ satisfy R±

τ (C
∞
0 (Mτ )) ⊂ C∞(Mτ )∩L 2(Mτ ),

and R±
τ : C∞

0 (Mτ ) → L 2(Mτ ) is continuous.

Proof. Consider a compact set B ⊂ Mτ . As R±
τ : C∞

0 (Mτ ) → C∞(Mτ ) is continuous, we
have continuity of R±

τ : C∞
0 (B) → C∞(J±

τ (B)). In view of the finite extension of Mτ

in time direction, J±
τ (B) is bounded, and furthermore, for any f ∈ C∞

0 (B), the smooth
function R±

τ f extends continuously to Mτ . This implies that we also have a continuous
inclusion R±C∞

0 (B) −֒→ L 2(Mτ ). Thus R±
τ (C

∞
0 (Mτ )) ⊂ C∞(Mτ ) ∩ L 2(Mτ ), the map

R±
τ : C∞

0 (B) → L 2(Mτ ) is continuous, and by definition of the inductive limit topology
of C∞

0 (Mτ ), also the continuity R±
τ : C∞

0 (Mτ ) → L 2(Mτ ) follows.

As a consequence of this lemma, we have the following result, which will be important in
the sequel.

Proposition 2.6. The operators WR±
τ and R±

τ W extend from C∞
0 (Mτ ) to bounded operators

on L 2(Mτ ). Furthermore, R±
τ W (L 2(Mτ )) ⊂ C∞(Mτ ) ∩ L 2(Mτ ) and WR±

τ (L
2(Mτ )) ⊂

C∞
0 (K) ⊂ C∞

0 (Mτ ).

Proof. By Lemma 2.5, R±
τ : C∞

0 (Mτ ) → L 2(Mτ ) is continuous, with image contained in
C∞(Mτ ) ∩ L 2(Mτ ), and by the smoothing property W2) of the perturbation, also W :
L 2(Mτ ) → C∞

0 (Mτ ) is continuous. Hence the compositions

R±
τ W : L

2(Mτ ) → L
2(Mτ ) , WR±

τ : C
∞
0 (Mτ ) → C

∞
0 (Mτ ) ,

are well-defined and continuous, and the first one has image contained in C∞(Mτ )∩L 2(Mτ ).
Since continuity and boundedness are the same for linear maps on L 2(Mτ ), this already gives
‖R±

τ W‖ <∞, where ‖ · ‖ denotes the norm of B(L 2(Mτ )).
To show the same for WR±

τ , recall that the adjoint differential operator D∗
τ also has con-

tinuous advanced and retarded fundamental solutions, which we denote here by S±
τ , and which

are related to R±
τ by (S±

τ )
∗ = R∓

τ , cf. D5) and D7). Taking also into account that W ∗ ∈ W, it
follows as above that also S∓

τ W
∗ extends to a bounded operator on L 2(Mτ ). Thus its adjoint

(S∓
τ W

∗)∗ =WR±
τ is bounded as well.

It remains to show WR±
τ (L

2(Mτ )) ⊂ C∞
0 (K). To this end, let ∆ = ∂20 + ∂21 + ... + ∂2n−1

denote the Laplace operator and recall that (1 − ∆)kW also extends to a bounded operator
L 2(Mτ ) → C∞

0 (Mτ ), for any k ∈ ◆ (Lemma 2.4 W4)). Thus WR±
τ = (1−∆)−k ·(1−∆)kWR±

τ

maps to smooth functions. Finally, since Wf = 0 for supp f ∩ K = ∅, it is also clear that
the image of WR±

τ consists of functions with support in K ⊂ Mτ , i.e. WR±
τ (L

2(Mτ )) ⊂
C∞
0 (Mτ ).

We shall now construct advanced and retarded fundamental solutions for Dτ,λ on the time
slice Mτ . As explained earlier, such Green’s operators can be expected to be of the form
(1 + λR±W )−1R± =

∑∞
k=0(−λR

±W )kR±. Thanks to the restriction to Mτ , the convergence
of the geometric series can be controlled. It turns out to be advantageous to also discuss the
series with R± and W interchanged, i.e., for λ ∈ ❈, we introduce the series expressions

N±
τ,λ :=

∞∑

k=0

(−λR±
τ W )k , Ñ±

τ,λ =
∞∑

k=0

(−λWR±
τ )

k . (2.7)

For these series, we can assert the following properties.
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Proposition 2.7. There exists λ0 > 0 such that for all λ ∈ ❈ with |λ| < λ0,

a) the right hand sides of (2.7) converge in the operator norm of the bounded linear opera-
tors on L 2(Mτ ), and therefore define bounded linear operators N±

τ,λ, Ñ
±
τ,λ : L 2(Mτ ) →

L 2(Mτ ),

b) N±
τ,λ and Ñ±

τ,λ are the inverse operators to 1 + λR±
τ W and 1 + λWR±

τ , respectively (in

the algebra of bounded linear operators on L 2(Mτ )), i.e.,

N±
τ,λ = (1 + λR±

τ W )−1 , Ñ±
τ,λ = (1 + λWR±

τ )
−1 , (2.8)

c) Ñ±
τ,λ restricts to a continuous map Ñ±

τ,λ : C∞
0 (Mτ ) → C∞

0 (Mτ ), and N±
τ,λ(C

∞(Mτ ) ∩

L 2(Mτ )) ⊂ C∞(Mτ ) ∩ L 2(Mτ ).

d) For f ∈ C∞
0 (Mτ ), we have supp(Ñ±

τ,λf) ⊂ supp f∪K. If supp f∩K = ∅, then N±
τ,λf = f .

e) For f ∈ C∞
0 (Mτ ),

N±
τ,λR

±
τ f = R±

τ Ñ
±
τ,λf . (2.9)

Proof. a) We have shown in Prop. 2.6 that λR±
τ W and λWR±

τ extend to bounded linear
operators on L 2(Mτ ). We follow the usual practice and identify these operators with their
bounded extensions. For |λ| < min{‖R±

τ W‖−1, ‖WR±
τ ‖

−1} =: λ0, the operator norms of
λR±

τ W , λWR±
τ are strictly smaller than 1, and hence the series on the right hand sides of (2.7)

converge in the operator norm. From now on, we only consider such |λ| < λ0.

b) The series on the right hand sides of (2.7) are Neumann series and thus coincide with
(1 + λR±

τ W )−1 and (1 + λWR±
τ )

−1, respectively (see e.g. [BR87], Sec. 2.2.1).

c) We have

N±
τ,λ = 1− λR±

τ W
∞∑

k=0

(−λR±
τ W )k = 1− λR±

τ WN±
τ,λ = 1− λN±

τ,λR
±
τ W , (2.10)

Ñ±
τ,λ = 1− λWR±

τ

∞∑

k=0

(−λWR±
τ )

k = 1− λWR±
τ Ñ

±
τ,λ , (2.11)

as operators on L 2(Mτ ). As R±
τ W (L 2(Mτ )) ⊂ C∞(Mτ ) ∩ L 2(Mτ ) and WR±

τ (L
2(Mτ )) ⊂

C∞
0 (Mτ ) (Prop. 2.6), the claimed restrictions of N±

τ,λ and Ñ±
τ,λ follow. Furthermore, since

C∞
0 (Mτ ) is continuously embedded in L 2(Mτ ), Ñ

±
τ,λ is a bounded operator on L 2(Mτ ), and

WR±
τ : L 2(Mτ ) → C∞

0 (Mτ ) is continuous, also the continuity of Ñ±
τ,λ : C∞

0 (Mτ ) → C∞
0 (Mτ )

follows.

d) This follows immediately from (2.10, 2.11) and the support properties W1).

e) We first note that by Lemma 2.5 and part c), the expressions N±
τ,λR

±
τ f and R±

τ Ñ
±
τ,λf are

well-defined for f ∈ C∞
0 (Mτ ). Then, with arbitrary g ∈ C∞

0 (Mτ ),

〈g, N±
τ,λR

±
τ f〉 =

∞∑

k=0

〈g, (−λR±
τ W )kR±

τ f〉 =
∞∑

k=0

〈g, R±
τ (−λWR±

τ )
kf〉

=

∞∑

k=0

〈(R±
τ )

∗g, (−λWR±
τ )

kf〉 = 〈(R±
τ )

∗g, Ñ±
τ,λf〉 = 〈g, R±

τ Ñ
±
τ,λf〉 .

This implies (2.9).
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Proposition 2.7 puts us in the position to obtain fundamental solutions of Dτ,λ. Here and in
the following, we only consider λ with |λ| < min{‖R+

τ W‖−1, ‖R−
τ W‖−1, ‖WR+

τ ‖
−1, ‖WR−

τ ‖
−1},

so that we can use the preceding results, and indicate that by writing “for sufficiently small |λ|”.

As an aside, we mention that this restriction on the coupling λ can also be understood
as a way of preserving the hyperbolic character of D. In fact, a perturbation W ∈ W with
general coupling λ can change the hyperbolic character of D drastically, for example to the
effect that there exist solutions of the homogeneous equation Dλf = 0 that have compact
support.

Example 2.8. (Compactly supported solutions)
Let W be a C∞

0 -kernel operator of the form Wf = 〈w1, f〉 · Dw2, with w1, w2 ∈ C∞
0 such

that 〈w1, w2〉 6= 0. Then there exists λ ∈ ❈ such that Dλ has non-zero compactly supported
solutions.

Proof. One computes (D + λW )f = Df + λ〈w1, f〉 · Dw2, and this expression vanishes for
f = w2 ∈ C∞

0 and λ = −〈w1, w2〉
−1.

If compactly supported solutions exist, there can be no unique fundamental solutions, and
also quantization will be ambiguous. However, these compactly supported solutions do not
exist for sufficiently small |λ|.

Lemma 2.9. Let |λ| be sufficiently small, and f ∈ C∞
0 (Mτ ). If Dτ,λf = 0, then f = 0.

Proof. By assumption, we have Dτf = −λWf , with f ∈ C∞
0 (Mτ ). Applying R±

τ therefore
gives R±

τ Dτf = f = −λR±
τ Wf , i.e. either the L 2(Mτ )-operator −λR±

τ W has the eigenvalue 1,
or f = 0. But we fixed λ in such a way that ‖ − λR±

τ W‖ < 1. Hence f = 0.

After this remark, we proceed to the fundamental solutions of Dτ,λ, and introduce the
operators

R±
τ,λ := N±

τ,λR
±
τ = R±

τ Ñ
±
τ,λ : C

∞
0 (Mτ ) → C

∞(Mτ ) ∩ L
2(Mτ ) , (2.12)

which are well defined by the properties of R±
τ (Lemma 2.5) and N±

τ,λ, Ñ
±
τ,λ (Prop. 2.7). By

Prop. 2.7 c), they are also continuous as maps C∞
0 (Mτ ) → C∞(Mτ ).

Theorem 2.10. (Fundamental solutions on a time slice)
For sufficiently small |λ|, the operators R±

τ,λ : C∞
0 (Mτ ) → C∞(Mτ ) (2.12) exist as continuous

linear maps and satisfy, f, g ∈ C∞
0 (Mτ )

a) Dτ,λR
±
τ,λf = f = R±

τ,λDτ,λf .

b) supp(R±
τ,λf) ⊂ J±

τ (supp f) ∪ J±
τ (K).

c) supp(R±
τ,λf −R±

τ f) ⊂ J±
τ (K).

d) If J±
τ (supp f) ∩K = ∅, then

R±
τ,λf = R±

τ f . (2.13)

e) If D and W are symmetric, i.e. D = D∗, W = W ∗, and λ ∈ ❘, then one has, f, g ∈
C∞
0 (Mτ ),

〈g,R±
τ,λf〉 = 〈R∓

τ,λg, f〉 . (2.14)
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f) If τ = (τ−, τ+) is replaced by τ ′ = (τ ′−, τ
′
+), with τ ′− > τ− and τ ′+ < τ+ such that

K ⊂Mτ ′ ⊂Mτ , the statements a)–e) still hold.

Proof. a) Note that the perturbed differential operator Dτ,λ, which is defined on C∞(Mτ ),
restricts to C∞

0 (Mτ ) by the properties of Dτ and W . Hence both compositions, Dτ,λR
±
τ,λ and

R±
τ,λDτ,λ, are well-defined on C∞

0 (Mτ ).
For f ∈ C∞

0 (Mτ ), we compute

R±
τ,λDτ,λf = N±

τ,λR
±
τ (Dτ + λW )f = (1 + λR±

τ W )−1 (f + λR±
τ Wf) = f ,

where we have used that R±
τ is a fundamental solution of Dτ , i.e. R±

τ Dτf = f . Similarly,

Dτ,λR
±
τ,λf = (Dτ + λW )R±

τ Ñ
±
τ,λf = Ñ±

τ,λf + λWR±
τ Ñ

±
τ,λf

= (1 + λWR±
τ )(1 + λWR±

τ )
−1f = f.

b), c), d): Using the hyperbolic character of R±
τ and Prop. 2.7 d), we get

supp(R±
τ,λf) = supp(R±

τ Ñ
±
τ,λf) ⊂ J±

τ (supp f ∪K) = J±
τ (supp f) ∪ J±

τ (K) .

Replacing f by R±
τ,λf in the second statement of Prop. 2.7 d), we also get R±

τ,λf = N±
τ,λR

±
τ f =

R±
τ f in case supp(R±

τ f) ⊂ J±
τ (supp f) is disjoint from K, i.e. eqn. (2.13). For c), observe that

by (2.11)

R±
τ f −R±

τ,λf = R±
τ (1− Ñ±

τ,λ)f = λR±
τ WR±

τ Ñ
±
τ,λf .

As WR±
τ Ñ

±
τ,λf has support in K, we get supp(R±

τ f −R±
τ,λf) ⊂ J±

τ (K) as claimed.

e) Using the symmetry of D, and thus of Dτ , we have (R±
τ )

∗ = R∓
τ . With W = W ∗, this

gives

〈g,R±
τ,λ, f〉 =

∞∑

k=0

〈g,R±
τ (−λWR±

τ )
kf〉 =

∞∑

k=0

〈(−λR∓
τ W )kR∓

τ g, f〉 = 〈R∓
τ,λg, f〉 .

f) The operator norms of the restrictions of the bounded operators R±
τ W , WR±

τ from L 2(Mτ )
to the subspace L 2(Mτ ′) are not larger than the norms of their unrestricted counterparts.
Thus any |λ| that is sufficiently small for the time cutoff τ is also sufficiently small for the
sharper time cutoff τ ′, and hence a)–e) remain valid for τ ′ instead of τ .

This theorem shows that the R±
τ,λ are quite close to advanced/retarded fundamental so-

lutions, with possible acausal propagation in the future/past of the perturbation region K.
Despite these differences to advanced/retarded fundamental solutions for local differential op-
erators, we will refer to the R±

τ,λ with the same terminology as in the local case.

Defining Rτ,λ := R−
τ,λ − R+

τ,λ, it is clear from part a) of the theorem that any function of
the form Rτ,λg, g ∈ C∞

0 (Mτ ), is a solution of Dτ,λ.

In the next step we will extend the fundamental solutions in the time slice Mτ to all of ❘n.
As the potential W vanishes outside Mτ , this amounts to a “gluing” of advanced/retarded
solutions of Df = 0 outside Mτ with advanced/retarded solutions of Dτ,λf = 0 in Mτ .
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We first introduce some notation. Let ε > 0, and
define

M−
τ,ε := Σ+

τ− ∩ Σ−
τ−+ε ,

M+
τ,ε := Σ+

τ+−ε ∩ Σ−
τ+ ,

Mτ,ε := Σ+
τ−+ε ∩ Σ−

τ+−ε ,

We require that ε is so small that K ⊂ Mτ,ε, as
depicted in the figure on the right.

Given h ∈ C∞
0 (Mτ,ε), the function R+

τ,λh van-

ishes on M−
τ,ε, and is a solution of D with compactly

supported Cauchy data on M+
τ,ε — this follows from

Thm. 2.10 b) and the fact that K does not intersect
M±

τ,ε. We denote its Cauchy data on Στ+−ε by u+h .

Similarly, R−
τ,λh vanishes on M+

τ,ε, and is a solution of D with compactly supported Cauchy

data on M−
τ,ε; its Cauchy data on Στ−+ε will be denoted u−h .

Given Cauchy data u on some Cauchy hyperplane Σ, the corresponding solution of D will
always be denoted f0[u]. We define

(R±
λ h)(x) :=





(R±
τ,λh)(x) x ∈Mτ

f0[u
±
h ](x) x ∈ Σ±

τ±∓ε

0 x ∈ Σ∓
τ∓±ε

, h ∈ C
∞
0 (Mτ,ε) . (2.15)

This assignment is well-defined in the overlap regions M+
τ,ε and M−

τ,ε. In fact, (R±
τ,λh)(x) = 0

for x ∈M∓
τ,ε as recalled above, and Rτ,λh is a solution of D on the strip M±

τ,ε. As this solution

is uniquely fixed by its Cauchy data, it coincides with f0[u
±
h ] in this region.

It is also clear that (2.15) restricts to R±
τ,λh on Mτ , and is an advanced/retarded fundamen-

tal solution of Dλ in the sense that DλR
±
λ h = h = R±

λDλh, and supp(R±
λ h) ⊂ J±(supph) ∪

J±(K) — the latter statement is a consequence of Thm. 2.10 b) and D4). Also the items c)–d)
of Thm. 2.10 hold for R±

λ h when the index τ is dropped and Mτ is replaced by ❘n throughout.
In a similar fashion, we now want to define R±

λ on functions h ∈ C∞
0 whose support lies

outside of Mτ . For supph ⊂ Σ±
τ± , the function R±h vanishes on Mτ , and we therefore simply

set

R±
λ h := R±h , h ∈ C

∞
0 (Σ±

τ±) . (2.16)

To define R∓
λ h, h ∈ C∞

0 (Σ±
τ±), we observe that R∓h

is a solution of D in the strip M±
τ,ε. This solution

has compactly supported Cauchy data, and accord-
ing to D6), we may therefore represent it in the
form (R∓h)(x) = ±(Rg±)(x), x ∈ M±

τ,ε, for some
g± ∈ C∞

0 which is supported in the strip of half
the width, supp(g±) ⊂ M±

τ,ε/2. On the inner half

of M±
τ,ε, we then have (R∓h)(x) = ±(Rg±)(x) =

(R∓g±)(x) = (R∓
τ,λg

±)(x). This implies that

(R∓
λ h)(x) :=

{
(R∓h)(x) x ∈ Σ±

τ±∓ε/2

(R∓
τ,λg

±)(x) x ∈Mτ

, h ∈ C
∞
0 (Σ±

τ±) . (2.17)
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is well-defined. It remains to define (R∓
λ h)(x) for x ∈ Σ∓

τ∓ . To do so, we proceed as in the

definition of R±
λ h for h ∈ C∞

0 (Mτ ), and let v denote the Cauchy data of R∓
τ,λg

± on the Cauchy
hyperplane Στ∓±ε. Then we set

(R∓
λ h)(x) := f0[v](x) , x ∈ Σ∓

τ∓±ε, h ∈ C
∞
0 (Σ±

τ±) . (2.18)

As before, the assignment is well-defined in the overlap region, and completes our definition
of R∓

λ h. By construction, it is clear that again the statements Thm. 2.10 a)–d) hold for R±
λ h

when the index τ is dropped and Mτ is replaced by ❘n.
Making use of Thm. 2.10 e), it also becomes apparent that our construction is independent

of ε, and also results in the same definition of R±
λ h when τ is replaced by a sharper cut-off

τ ′ such that τ ′+ < τ+, τ ′− > τ−, K ⊂ Mτ ′ . We can thus proceed to the definition of R±
λ h

for h ∈ C∞
0 of arbitrary support with the help of a smooth partition of unity. In fact, let

1 = χ+ + χ0 + χ− be a smooth partition of unity, where χ±, χ0 are smooth functions on ❘
with supports suppχ+ ⊂ (τ+ − ε,∞), suppχ0 ⊂ (τ−, τ+), suppχ− ⊂ (−∞, τ− + ε). Denoting
the multiplication operators with χ±(x0), χ0(x0) by the same letters, we then set

R±
λ h := R±

λ χ+h+R±
λ χ0h+R±

λ χ−h , h ∈ C
∞
0 . (2.19)

All functions on the right hand side have been defined before, and the left hand side inherits
properties a)–d) of Thm. 2.10 from them. Finally, also Thm. 2.10 e) transports to the global
case: For D = D∗, W = W ∗, λ ∈ ❘, the integral 〈f,R±

λ g〉, with f, g ∈ C∞
0 , can be split in

two parts, namely one integral over Mτ and one integral over ❘n\Mτ . On Mτ , R
±
λ restrict

to R±
τ,λ, and we can use Thm. 2.10 e) to compute the adjoint. On the complement, the same

conclusion follows from exploiting the properties of R±.
We summarize the results of our construction in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.11. (Global fundamental solutions)
For sufficiently small |λ|, the operators R±

λ : C∞
0 → C∞ defined above exist as continuous

linear maps and satisfy, f, g ∈ C∞
0 ,

a) DλR
±
λ f = f = R±

λDλf .

b) supp(R±
λ f) ⊂ J±(supp f) ∪ J±(K).

c) supp(R±
λ f −R±f) ⊂ J±(K).

d) If J±(supp f) ∩K = ∅, then R±
λ f = R±f .

e) If D and W are symmetric, i.e. D = D∗, W =W ∗, and λ ∈ ❘, then one has, f, g ∈ C∞
0 ,

〈g,R±
λ f〉 = 〈R∓

λ g, f〉 . (2.20)

�

According to Theorem 2.11, the influence of the perturbation W is confined to the fu-
ture/past of its support K, as if a source u with support in K would have been added to the
unperturbed equation, i.e. Df = u. However, in contrast to the solutions of Df = u, the
solutions of Dλf = 0 do not differ from the ones of Df = 0 in case J±(supp f) ∩K = ∅, i.e.
if the unperturbed wave does not collide with the potential in K, as depicted in the figure below.
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Typical supports of two solutions Rλf , Rλg of Dλ.

So far we made no claim concerning uniqueness of the fundamental solutions, and in fact, a
couple of choices were made in the construction of the R±

λ . However, we will show below that
the R±

λ are in fact uniquely determined by properties a) and b) of the preceding theorem, and
in particular independent of the choices made.

Proposition 2.12. (Uniqueness properties)

a) Let f ∈ C∞ satisfy Dλf = 0 and supp f ⊂ V ++a or supp f ⊂ V −+a for some a ∈ ❘n.
Then f = 0.

b) The advanced/retarded fundamental solutions R±
λ are the unique linear maps C∞

0 → C∞

satisfying properties a) and b) of Theorem 2.11.

Proof. a) This argument is based on Green’s second identity (or Gauss’ theorem), and we
will have to distinguish the cases where D is normally hyperbolic and prenormally hyperbolic,
respectively. We begin with the normally hyperbolic case, i.e. D = �+Uµ(x)∂µ+V (x), where
Uµ, V : ❘n → ❈N×N are smooth functions.

Let f be a solution of Dλ, h ∈ C∞
0 , and Σt a Cauchy hyperplane. We set g±λ := T∓

λ h,
where T∓

λ = (R±
λ )

∗ are the advanced/retarded fundamental solutions of D∗
λ = D∗ + λW ∗, so

that the support of x 7→ (g±(x), ∂µf(x)) has compact intersection with Σ±. We can thus use
Green’s second identity and integration by parts to compute

∫

Σ±
t

(
(D∗g±, f)− (g±, Df)

)
=

∫

Σ±
t

(
(�g±, f)− (g±,�f)

)
−

∫

Σ±
t

(
(∂µUµg±, f)− (g±, Uµ∂µf)

)

= ∓

∫

Σt

{
(∂0g

±
t , ft)− (g±t , ∂0ft)

}
±

∫

Σt

(g±t , (U
0f)t) ,

where an index t denotes restriction to Σt. The left hand side can also be evaluated by using
the equations Df = −λWf (since f is a solution) and D∗g± = h − λW ∗g± (by definition of
g±),

∫

Σ±
t

(
(D∗g±, f)− (g±, Df)

)
=

∫

Σ±
t

(h, f)− λ

∫

Σ±
t

(W ∗T∓
λ h, f) + λ

∫

Σ±
t

(T∓
λ h,Wf) .
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Adding the equations for both choices of “±” then gives

〈h, f〉 − λ

{∫

Σ+
t

(W ∗T−
λ h, f) +

∫

Σ−
t

(W ∗T+
λ h, f)−

∫

Σ+
t

(T−
λ h,Wf)−

∫

Σ−
t

(T+
λ h,Wf)

}

=

∫

Σt

{
((∂0R

∗
λh)t, ft)− ((R∗

λh)t, (∂0f)t)

}
−

∫

Σt

((R∗
λh)t, U

0
t ft) . (2.21)

Suppose now that supp f ⊂ V + + a or supp f ⊂ V − + a for some a ∈ ❘n. Then we can choose
Σt in such a way that K ⊂ Σ±

t and ft = 0, (∂0f)t = 0. In this situation, the right hand side
of the above equation vanishes, and the four terms in curly brackets cancel because in each of
these integrals, the range of integration can be taken as ❘n instead of Σ±

t . Hence we arrive at
〈h, f〉 = 0. As h ∈ C∞

0 was arbitrary, this implies f = 0.

For the case that D is prenormally hyperbolic, we find another prenormally hyperbolic D′

such that D′D is again normally hyperbolic. Moreover, by Lemma 2.4 W4), also D′W ∈ W .
Thus, if fλ is a solution of Dλ, then 0 = D′Dλfλ = (D′D+ λD′W )fλ, i.e. fλ is also a solution
of the normally hyperbolic operator D′D, perturbed by λD′W ∈ W. By our previous argument
for normally hyperbolic operators, we then see that fλ = 0 if fλ has support in a light cone.

b) If R̃±
λ is another linear map satisfying Thm. 2.11 a),b), then for any f ∈ C∞

0 , the function

R±
λ f − R̃±

λ f is a solution of Dλ (because of Thm. 2.11 a)) with support in a future/past light

cone (because of Thm. 2.11 b)). Hence R±
λ f = R̃±

λ f by part a).

Having established the basic existence and uniqueness theorem on fundamental solutions,
we introduce in complete analogy to the unperturbed case the space of all solutions of Dλ with
compactly supported Cauchy data as

Solλ := {f ∈ C
∞ : Dλf = 0 , supp f ⊂ (V + + a+) ∪ (V − + a−) for some a± ∈ ❘n} , (2.22)

and define the propagator as

Rλ := R−
λ −R+

λ . (2.23)

Proposition 2.13. (Structure of the solution spaces)

a) Let Σ denote an open causally convex neighborhood of a Cauchy hyperplane Σ such that
K ⊂ J+(Σ)\Σ or K ⊂ J−(Σ)\Σ. Then

Solλ = RλC
∞
0 (Σ) . (2.24)

b) We have kerRλ = DλC
∞
0 , and hence Solλ ∼= C∞

0 / kerRλ = C∞
0 /DλC

∞
0 .

c) If D = D∗, W =W ∗, and λ ∈ ❘, the map

ρλ : Solλ × Solλ → ❈ , (2.25)

(Rλf,Rλg) 7→ 〈f,Rλg〉 (2.26)

is a well-defined non-degenerate sesquilinear form satisfying

ρλ(Rλf,Rλg) = −ρλ(Rλg,Rλf) , f, g ∈ C
∞
0 . (2.27)
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Proof. a) We carry out the proof for the case K ⊂ J+(Σ)\Σ, the other case is analogous.
Let fλ ∈ Solλ and consider the restriction fλ|Σ. As Σ is disjoint from K, this restriction is a
solution of D on Σ, and thus there exists g ∈ C∞

0 (Σ) such that fλ|Σ = (Rg)|Σ = (Rλg)|Σ.
Hence the two solutions fλ, Rλg of Dλ coincide on Σ, i.e. fλ − Rλg = h+ + h−, where
h± ∈ C∞ have support in J±(Σ)\Σ. As K ⊂ J+(Σ)\Σ, both, h+ and h−, are solutions of
Dλ, and in view of the support properties of fλ (see (2.22)) and Rλg (see Thm. 2.11 b)), we
have supph± ⊂ V ± + a± for some a± ∈ ❘n. Thus, by Proposition 2.12 a), h+ = h− = 0, and
fλ = Rλg.

b) By Theorem 2.11 a), we have RλDλf = 0 for any f ∈ C∞
0 , i.e. DλC

∞
0 ⊂ kerRλ.

Conversely, for f ∈ kerRλ, the function g := R+
λ f = R−

λ f has compact support in view of
Theorem 2.11 b). Thus f = DλR

+
λ f = Dλg ∈ DλC

∞
0 , i.e. we have shown kerRλ = DλC

∞
0 .

Now, by part a), we know Solλ = RλC
∞
0 , and thus Solλ ∼= C∞

0 / kerRλ = C∞
0 /DλC

∞
0 .

c) For f, g ∈ C∞
0 , we have by Theorem 2.11 e)

〈f,Rλg〉 = 〈f, (R−
λ −R+

λ )g〉 = 〈(R+
λ −R−

λ )f, g〉 = −〈Rλf, g〉 , (2.28)

and thus the assignment (2.26) is well-defined. Sesquilinearity and non-degenerateness is clear,
and (2.27) follows directly from (2.28).

Next we describe the solutions of Dλ in a little more detail. This is a direct corollary of
our preceding constructions.

Corollary 2.14. a) Let Σ be a Cauchy hyperplane such that K ⊂ Σ+ or K ⊂ Σ−, and u
(smooth, compactly supported) Cauchy data on u. Then there exists precisely one solution
fλ ∈ Solλ with Cauchy data u on Σ.

b) Let fλ ∈ Solλ be a solution of Dλ and ε > 0 sufficiently small. Then there exist g± ∈
C∞
0 (M±

τ,ε) such that fλ = Rλg
+ = Rλg

− and

fλ(x) = (N+
τ,λR

+g−)(x) = (N−
τ,λR

−g+)(x) , x ∈Mτ . (2.29)

The functions

fλ,n(x) :=
n∑

k=1

((−λR±W )kR±g∓)(x) , x ∈Mτ , (2.30)

converge to the restriction of fλ to Mτ as n→ ∞, in the topology of L 2(Mτ ).

Proof. a) We may find a time slice neighborhood Σ of Σ such that K ⊂ J+(Σ)\Σ or K ⊂
J−(Σ)\Σ. Then the unique solution f0[u] of D with Cauchy data u on Σ can be written as
f0[u] = Rg, where g ∈ C∞

0 (Σ). Let fλ := Rλg. Then fλ ∈ Solλ, and as fλ|Σ = f0[u]|Σ, fλ has
Cauchy data u on Σ. Uniqueness of this solution follows as in the proof of Proposition 2.13 a).

b) This is immediate from our construction of the fundamental solutions R±
λ .

The results presented so far show a strong similarity to the well-known results in the solution
theory of normally hyperbolic differential operators. We next show that despite this similarity,
the Cauchy problem is in general ill-posed in the present context. This will be done with two
examples.
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Example 2.15. (Cauchy Problem with no solution)
Let D = � be the d’Alembert operator, Σ a Cauchy hyperplane, and Wh := 〈w1, h〉w2 with
w1, w2 6= 0 such that suppw1 ⊂ O1, suppw2 ⊂ O2 with two spacelike separated double cones
O1, O2 over Σ (see figure below). Pick Cauchy data u on Σ supported in O1 such that f0[u],
the unique solution of D with these Cauchy data, satisfies 〈w1, f0[u]〉 6= 0, and also assume that
Rw2 6= 0. Then there exists no fλ ∈ Solλ with Cauchy data u.

Sketch of the geometric situation of Example 2.15.

Proof. We first observe that the assumptions made can easily be satisfied by suitably adjusting
w1, w2. For a proof by contradiction, assume fλ ∈ Solλ has Cauchy data u = (u0, u1) supported
only in O1∩Σ. Due to the form of Wh = 〈w1, h〉 ·w2 and the fact that suppw2 is disjoint from
O1, one observes that (Dfλ)(x) = 0, x ∈ O1. Hence the restriction of fλ to O1 is a solution
of D, and as O1 is causally convex, this solution is uniquely determined by its Cauchy data u
(which are entirely contained in O1), i.e. fλ|O1

= f0[u]|O1
, where f0[u] is the solution of D on

❘n with Cauchy data u.
We next determine fλ on O2. To this end, we use the equation (2.21) with the Cauchy

hyperplane Σ considered here. Inserting the special form of W and U0 = 0, and taking into
account the supports of w1, w2, we obtain with h ∈ C∞

0 and T±
λ = R∓

λ since D = D∗,

〈h, fλ〉 − λ

{
〈w2, R

+
λ h〉

∫

Σ+
t

dx (w1(x), fλ(x)) + 0− 0− 〈w1, fλ〉

∫

Σ−
t

dx ((R−
λ h)(x), w2(x))

}

= 〈h, fλ〉 − λ
{
〈R+

λ h,w2〉〈w1, fλ〉 − 〈w1, fλ〉〈R
−
λ h,w2〉

}

= 〈h, fλ〉+ λ〈h,Rλw2〉〈w1, fλ〉

=

∫

Σt

{((Rλh)t, u1)− ((∂0Rλh)t, u0)} .

For h ∈ C∞(O2), we have WR±h = 0 because suppw1 is spacelike to O2, and thus Rλh = Rh.
(This holds in particular for h = w2.) Hence, by the assumption on the Cauchy data of fλ, the
integral over Σ = Σt above vanishes for all such h. In view of the above equality, we then have
0 = 〈h, fλ + λ〈w1, fλ〉Rλw2〉, and since h ∈ C∞(O2) was arbitrary,

fλ(x) = −λ〈w1, fλ〉(Rλw2)(x) = −λ〈w1, f0[u]〉(Rw2)(x), x ∈ O2 .

Thus the Cauchy data of fλ andRw2 on O2∩Σ differ only by the (non-zero) factor −λ〈w1, f0[u]〉.
But by assumption, these Cauchy data are zero. Furthermore, the Cauchy data of Rw2 on Σ
can have only support in O2 since suppw2 ⊂ O2, and thus we conclude that Rw2, as a solution
of D, must vanish identically. This is a contradiction.
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Example 2.16. (Cauchy Problem with non-unique solution)
Let again Wf = 〈w1, f〉w2, with w1, w2 ∈ C∞

0 with spacelike separated supports, and a Cauchy
hyperplane Σ such that suppw2 ⊂ Σ−. Denoting the Cauchy data of Rw2 on Σ by u, let
fλ := f0[u]−R+w2. Then w1 and λ 6= 0 can be chosen in such a way that the R±

λ exist, fλ is
a non-zero solution of Dλ, and fλ has zero Cauchy data on Σ.

Proof. We first note that by construction, both f0[u] and R+w2 have Cauchy data u on Σ, and
thus fλ has zero Cauchy data. As the support of f0[u] extends to infinitely late times, whereas
supp(R+w2) ⊂ J+(suppw2) extends only to the future, fλ is non-zero. We calculate

Dλfλ = Df0[u]−DR+w2 + λ 〈w1, f0[u]−R+w2〉w2

=
(
−1 + λ〈w1, f0[u]−R+w2〉

)
· w2

= (−1 + λ〈w1, f0[u]〉) · w2 ,

and have to make sure that 〈w1, f0[u]〉 6= 0, so that Dλfλ = 0. This can be done by adjusting
w1 suitably. Then fλ is a non-zero solution of Dλ for λ = 1/〈w1, f0[u]〉 6= 0.

Moreover, the fundamental solutions R±
λ exist for this value of λ. In fact, since suppw1 lies

spacelike to suppw2, we have WR±W = 0, so that the Neumann series (2.7) terminate, and
thus converge for all λ ∈ ❈.

As these examples demonstrate, the Cauchy problem for Dλ is in general ill-posed for
Cauchy hyperplanes Σ such that K 6⊂ Σ+ and K 6⊂ Σ− — both existence and uniqueness of
solutions can fail. What can however be analyzed is the scattering of free solutions of D at the
perturbation W , closely related to the relative Cauchy evolution [BFV03, FV12, HW01]. This
is the topic of the next section.

2.3 Scattering

We have seen before that any solution fλ ∈ Solλ restricts to free solutions f±0 ∈ Sol0 in the
future Σ+

τ+ and past Σ−
τ− of the perturbation W . In general, it will not be possible to prescribe

solutions f+0 and f−0 of D such that fλ(x) = f+0 (x) for x0 > τ+ and fλ(x) = f−0 (x) for
x0 < τ−, as f+0 is uniquely determined by f−0 and vice versa. The relation between these
“incoming free asymptotics” to “outgoing free asymptotics” – where “free” refers here to the
unperturbed differential operator D – is nothing but the scattering at the non-local potential
W , which we are going to analyze next. We first define two Møller type operators

Ωλ,± : Solλ → Sol0 , (2.31)

Ωλ,± : Rλg 7→ Rg , g ∈ C
∞
0 (Σ±

τ±). (2.32)

Proposition 2.17. (Møller operators)

a) The Møller operators Ωλ,± are well-defined linear bijections.

b) Given a solution f ∈ Solλ, we have

f |Σ±
τ±

= (Ωλ,±f)|Σ±
τ±
. (2.33)

c) The Møller operators Ωλ,± intertwine the sesquilinear forms ρ0 and ρλ defined in (2.26),
i.e.

ρ0(Ωλ,±fλ,Ωλ,±gλ) = ρλ(fλ, gλ) , fλ, gλ ∈ Solλ . (2.34)
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Proof. a) Let g ∈ C∞
0 (Σ±

τ±) and assume that Rλg = 0. Then in particular the restriction
(Rλg)|Σ±

τ±
vanishes. But on Σ±

τ± , we have 0 = (Rλg)|Σ±
τ±

= (Rg)|Σ±
τ±

, and as Rg is a solution

of D, this implies that Rg = 0 on all of ❘n. Hence the assignment (2.32) is well-defined and
injective.

By Proposition 2.13 a), Solλ = RλC
∞
0 (Σ±

τ±). Thus (2.32) defines in fact a linear mapping
from Solλ to Sol0, and also surjectivity is immediate from (2.32) and Proposition 2.13 a).

b) Let f = Rλg ∈ Solλ, g ∈ C∞
0 (Σ±

τ±). Then f |Σ±
τ±

= Rg|Σ±
τ±

. This is the same as (2.33).

c) Let fλ, gλ ∈ Solλ. By Proposition 2.13 a), we find f±, g± ∈ C∞
0 (Σ±

τ±) such that fλ =
Rλf

+ = Rλf
−, gλ = Rλg

+ = Rλg
− and therefore, Ωλ,±fλ = Rf±, Ωλ,±gλ = Rg±. Thus, the

left and right hand sides of (2.34) can be written as

ρ0(Ωλ,±fλ,Ωλ,±gλ) = ρ0(Rf
±, Rg±) = 〈f±, Rg±〉 ,

ρλ(fλ, gλ) = ρλ(Rλf
±, Rλg

±) = 〈f±, Rλg
±〉 .

But as in part b), we have (R±
λ g

±)|Σ±
τ±

= (R±g±)|Σ±
τ±

, and consequently 〈f±, Rλg
±〉 =

〈f±, Rg±〉.

We can now introduce the scattering operator

Sλ := Ωλ,+(Ωλ,−)
−1 : Sol0 → Sol0 , (2.35)

which maps the incoming asymptotics Ωλ,−f of a solution f ∈ Solλ to its outgoing asymptotics
Ωλ,+f , and thus describes the scattering by the potential term λW [BFV03].

Theorem 2.18. (Scattering Operator)

a) The scattering operator Sλ : Sol0 → Sol0 (2.35) is a linear bijection.

b) Sλ preserves the sesquilinear form ρ0 (2.26), i.e.

ρ0(Sλf, Sλg) = ρ0(f, g) , f, g ∈ Sol0 . (2.36)

c) Explicitly, Sλ is given by

Sλ = 1 + λRWN+
τ,λ = 1 +RW

∞∑

k=0

λk+1(−R+W )k . (2.37)

The sum converges in the norm of bounded operators on L 2(Mτ ).

d) For any f0 ∈ Sol0,

λ 7−→ Sλf0 (2.38)

is analytic in the topology of C∞ on a finite disc around λ = 0. In particular, f0 ∈ Sol0,

d(Sλf0)

dλ

∣∣∣∣
λ=0

= RWf0 . (2.39)
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Proof. Part a) is clear from Proposition 2.17 a). For b), we use Proposition 2.17 c) and
invertibility of the Møller operators to find, f, g ∈ Sol0,

ρ0(Sλf, Sλg) = ρ0(Ωλ,+(Ωλ,−)
−1f,Ωλ,+(Ωλ,−)

−1g) = ρλ((Ωλ,−)
−1f, (Ωλ,−)

−1g) = ρ0(f, g) .

c) Given a solution f0 ∈ Sol0,

ψ :=WN+
τ,λf0 =W

∞∑

k=0

(−λR+
τ W )kf0

is well-defined because each term is restricted to K ⊂ Mτ by the action of W . Since W is
smoothing, we have ψ ∈ C∞

0 (K). This implies that with f0, also f0 + λRψ is a solution of D,
i.e Tλ := 1 + λRWN+

τ,λ is a well-defined linear map Tλ : Sol0 → Sol0.
Any solution of D is uniquely determined by its restriction to Mτ . To prove Tλ = Sλ, it is

therefore sufficient to prove that the restrictions of Sλf0 and Tλf0 to Mτ coincide.
To do so, we consider a solution fλ ∈ Solλ. Then we find ε > 0 and g± ∈ C∞

0 (M±
τ,ε) such

that fλ = Rλg
+ = Rλg

− and f0 := Rg− = Ωλ,−fλ as well as Sλf0 = Ωλ,+fλ = Rg+, by
definition of Ωλ,± and Sλ. As every solution f0 ∈ Sol0 arises in this way, what is left to prove
is

(Rg+)|Mτ = (TλRg
−)|Mτ (2.40)

To this end, we compute

fλ|Mτ = Rτ,λg
+

= R−
τ,λg

+ −R+
τ,λg

+

= N−
τ,λR

−
τ g

+ −R+
τ g

+

= (1− λN−
τ,λR

−
τ W )R−

τ g
+ −R+

τ g
+

= Rτg
+ − λN−

τ,λR
−
τ WR−

τ g
+

= Rτg
+ − λN−

τ,λR
−
τ WRτg

+

= (1− λN−
τ,λR

−
τ W )Rτg

+

= N−
τ,λRτg

+ ,

where we have used the definition of R±
τ,λ, equation (2.10), and the fact that because of the

supports of g+ and W , we have WR−
τ g

+ = WRτg
+. In complete analogy, one computes

fλ|Mτ = N+
τ,λRτg

−.

We thus have (Rg+)|Mτ = Rτg
+ = (N−

τ,λ)
−1(fλ|Mτ ) = (N−

τ,λ)
−1N+

τ,λRτg
−. Using the

equation (1+X)(1+Y )−1 = 1−(Y −X)(1+Y )−1, valid for operators X,Y with ‖X‖, ‖Y ‖ < 1,
we find

(Rg+)|Mτ = (N−
τ,λ)

−1N+
τ,λRτg

−

= (1 + λR−
τ W )(1 + λR+

τ W )−1Rτg
−

= (1 + λRτWN+
τ,λ)Rτg

−

= (TλRg
−)|Mτ .

This shows (2.40) and thus Sλ = Tλ. The second equality in (2.37) follows by inserting the
definition of N+

τ,λ.
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d) For f0 ∈ Sol0, we have Wf0 ∈ C∞
0 (K) ⊂ L 2(Mτ ). As the Neumann series N+

τ,λ

converges in the norm of B(L 2(Mτ )), the function

λ 7−→ N+
τ,λf0 = f0 − λN+

τ,λR
+
τ Wf0 ∈ L

2(Mτ )

is analytic (in the norm topology of L 2(Mτ )) for sufficiently small |λ|. ButW : L 2(Mτ ) → C∞
0

and R : C∞
0 → C∞ are linear and continuous. Hence λ 7→ f0 + λRWN+

τ,λf0 ∈ C∞ is analytic
in the topology of C∞. According to c), this function coincides with λ 7→ Sλf0.

In view of this analyticity, we can differentiate under the sum in (2.37) and immediately
obtain ∂λSλf0|λ=0 = RWf0, f0 ∈ Sol0.

3 Perturbations by star products

In this section we discuss two examples of perturbations W which are not C∞
0 -kernel opera-

tors, but rather limits thereof. These examples arise in the context of (classical) field theory
of noncommutative spaces, where one seeks to describe the dynamics in the presence of a non-
commutatively coupled potential. For the case of a Dirac operator and a star product which
is commutative in time, such an analysis was carried out in [BV10]. Here we can generalize to
the case of noncommutative time.

We will present two examples, each of which violates one the important properties of C∞
0 -

kernel operators, namely either the smoothness or the compact support of the kernel. We
will not fully analyze these perturbations here, but rather show how they fit in the frame-
work described previously as limits of C∞

0 -kernel operators, and that the important scattering
derivation ∂λSλ|λ = 0 still exists here.

The basic structure we will be concerned with is that of Rieffel’s product [Rie92]. Thus the
main ingredient is an action α of ❘n. In our context, α will act on various function spaces (for
simplicity, we here take N = 1, i.e. consider scalar functions) by pullback of an ❘n-action τ on
❘n, i.e. by (αzf)(x) = f(τz(x)). Picking also an antisymmetric, invertible, real (n×n)-matrix
as deformation parameter, we consider products of the form

w ⋆ f :=

∫

❘n

dp

∫

❘n

dz e2πi(p,z) αθpw · αzf . (3.1)

For our purposes, we will always take w ∈ C∞
0 , and f will be a smooth function on ❘n with

falloff properties depending on the choice of τ .
The best known example is to take τz(x) = x + z and f ∈ S (❘n) (Schwartz space).

In this case ⋆ coincides with the Moyal product, and we have a continuous associative but
noncommutative product ⋆.

Another class of examples has been discussed in [LW11], see also [BW07, HNW07] for
earlier related work. There the idea is to take τ of such a form that it leaves a compact set
K ⊂ ❘n invariant. In more detail, such an action τ can for example be constructed as follows
[HNW07, LW11]. Let γ : (−1, 1) → ❘ be a diffeomorphism, and define, x = (x1, ..., xn), z =
(z1, ..., zn) ∈ ❘

n,

τz(x)k :=

{
γ−1(γ(xk) + zk) |xk| < 1

xk |xk| ≥ 1
.

Clearly τ is an ❘n-action, and K := [−1, 1]n is invariant under τ . When γ is appropriately
chosen, τ is also smooth and polynomially bounded. We recall from [LW11, Sect. 5] that this
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can be achieved by choosing γ such that γ is antisymmetric, γ(xk) = exp( 1
1−xk

) for xk >
1
2 ,

and γ′(xk) ≥ γ′(0) > 0. In this case, one can take f ∈ C∞, and again obtain a continuous
associative but noncommutative product ⋆.

In both these situations, the one of the canonical translations τ and the the one just dis-
cussed, the integral has to understood as an oscillatory integral taking values in S (❘n) and
C∞(❘n), respectively. Concretely, it can always be calculated according to

(w ⋆ f)(x) = lim
ε→0

∫

❘n

dp

∫

❘n

dz e2πi(p,z) χ(εp)χ(εz)w(τθp(x))f(τz(x)) , (3.2)

where χ ∈ C∞
0 (❘n) is a cutoff function, equal to 1 on an open neighborhood of 0, and w ⋆ f is

independent of the choice of χ.
In the following, we will consider for w ∈ C∞

0 the perturbation term

Wf := w ⋆ f , (3.3)

and denote by Wε the integral operator in (3.2), ε > 0. When the two cases need to be
distinguished, we will also write WM

(ε) and WK
(ε), respectively. To simplify matters, we will also

require that the support of w is contained in the interior of K in the case of WK .

Lemma 3.1. (Properties of star product kernels)
Let w ∈ C∞

0 and W =WM or W =WK defined as in (3.3).

a) Let ε > 0. Then Wε is a C∞
0 -kernel operator.

b) The integral kernel of WM is smooth, but not of compact support.

c) The integral kernel of WK is of compact support (in K), but not smooth.

Proof. We first consider the Moyal product. Then we have

(WM
ε f)(x) =

∫

❘n

dp

∫

❘n

dz e2πi(p,z) χ(εp)χ(εz)w(x+ θp)f(x+ z)

=

∫

❘n

dy

(∫

❘n

dp e2πi(p,(y−x)) χ(εp)χ(ε(y − x))w(x+ θp)

)
f(y) .

Because both w and χ have compact support, χ(εp)w(x + θp) vanishes for all p if |x| is large
enough. Furthermore, χ(ε(y − x)) = 0 if |x − y| is large enough. Thus WM

ε has a kernel of
compact support. The smoothness of this kernel follows from well-known statements on the
Fourier transform, i.e. we have shown a) for the Moyal product.

For fixed x, the limit ε→ 0 can be taken under the integral, and after a change of variables
one finds

(WMf)(x) =
1

(2π)n/2| det θ|

∫
dy eix·θ

−1yw̃(θ−1(y − x)) f(y) ,

where w̃ denotes the Fourier transform of w. From this formula it is obvious that the kernel of
WM is smooth and not compactly supported, i.e. we have shown b).

Now we consider the locally noncommutative product, and observe the following two prop-
erties of w ⋆ f : First, if x /∈ K, then also τθp(x) /∈ K for all p ∈ ❘n since K is invariant
and τ is an action. In view of suppw ⊂ K, we then have w(τθp(x)) = 0 for all p, and hence
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(w ⋆ f)(x) = 0 for x /∈ K. Second, if supp f ∩K = ∅, and x ∈ K, then f(τz(x)) = 0 for all
z ∈ ❘n, and thus again (w ⋆ f)(x) = 0. These remarks apply to both WK and WK

ε and show
that these operators have kernels supported in K ×K.

Explicitly, we find after a change of variables, x /∈ K,

(WK
ε f)(x) =

∫

❘n

dp

∫

❘n

dz e2πi(p,z) χ(εp)χ(εz)w(τθp(x))f(τz(x))

=

∫

K

dy γ′(y)

| det θ|
f(y)

∫

❘n

dp e2πi(γ(x),θ
−1γ(y)) e2πi(θp,(γ(y)−γ(x))χ(εp)χ(εγ(y)− εγ(x))w(τθp(x)) ,

where we used the shorthand notations γ(x) := (γ(x1), ..., γ(xn)) and γ′(x) := (γ′(x1), ..., γ
′(xn)).

If the distance of x to the boundary of K is smaller than some minimal distance d (depending
on ε, θ, and the supports of χ, w), then χ(εp)w(τθp(x)) = 0 for all p by the support properties of
χ and w. Furthermore, if the distance ε|γ(y)−γ(x)| is large enough, then χ(εγ(y)−εγ(x)) = 0.
Since γ diverges as x or y approach the boundary of K, this implies that the integral over p
vanishes for (x, y) outside some compact set properly contained in the interior of K. Thus WK

ε

is a C∞
0 -kernel operator.

However, the kernel of WK is not smooth. In fact, by a calculation analogous to the one
for the Moyal product, one can compute that WK has the integral kernel

(WKf)(x) =
1

(2π)n/2| det θ|

∫
dy k(x, y)f(y) ,

k(x, y) :=

{
γ′(y) eiγ(x)·θ

−1γ(y) ϕ̃(θ−1(γ(y)− γ(x))
)

x, y ∈ K

0 x /∈ K or y /∈ K
,

where ϕ := w ◦γ−1 and the tilde denotes a Fourier transform. From this formula, one sees that
k is discontinuous at the boundary of K, for example by noting that k(x, x) = γ′(x) diverges
as x approaches the boundary of K from the inside.

Both star product operators, WM and WK , are thus limits of C∞
0 -kernel operators which

do not lie in this class themselves. In the case of the locally noncommutative star product,
the smoothness of the kernel fails, but each WK

ε has support in the same set K. Here it is
conceivable that our methods can be generalized in such a way that also WK can be analyzed
along the same lines as C∞

0 -kernel operators, i.e. that its fundamental solutions, scattering
operator, etc. can be constructed.

The Moyal star product operator WM differs more drastically from the situation considered
so far, as the supports of WM

ε grow infinitely as ε→ 0 (albeit they have smooth kernels). Here
one would need to pass to an asymptotic formulation of the scattering problem.

These matters will be discussed in more detail elsewhere. However, already at the present
stage one can show that the derivative of the scattering operator at zero coupling, which is the
essential quantity for the connection to Bogoliubov’s formula, does exist also for the locally
noncommutative multiplier.

Proposition 3.2. Let W = WK be defined as in (3.3). Then WR±
τ and R±

τ W extend to
bounded operators on L 2(Mτ ).

Proof. The pointwise product f 7→ w · f is a continuous linear map C∞(Mτ ) → C∞(Mτ ).
As K is contained in Mτ , the action αxf := f ◦ τKx is a smooth polynomially bounded ❘n-
action on C∞(Mτ ) [LW11, Prop. 5.5], and hence, f 7→ w ⋆ f is also a continuous linear map
C∞(Mτ ) → C∞(K) [LW11, Prop. 4.6]. As R±

τ : C∞
0 (Mτ ) → C∞(Mτ ) are continuous, we see
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that WR±
τ : C∞

0 (Mτ ) → C∞(K) is continuous. But C∞(K) embeds continuously in L 2(Mτ ),
and C∞

0 (Mτ ) ⊂ L 2(Mτ ) is dense. Hence WR±
τ extends continuously to L 2(Mτ ) → L 2(Mτ ).

Similarly, R±
τ W : C∞

0 (Mτ ) → C∞(Mτ ) is continuous, and by the support properties of R±f ,
we can also extend R±

τ to L 2(Mτ ) as in Lemma 2.5.

In the case of a Moyal multiplier WM , the space of functions on the time slice Mτ is not
invariant under WM . Rather, one needs to take τ → ∞ as ε → 0 to guarantee that WM

ε is
always supported in Mτ(ε). Some aspects of this limit have been studied in [Bor11].

4 CCR and CAR Quantization

So far we have concentrated on the integro-differential equation Dλf = 0 for classical fields f .
However, as explained in the Introduction, most of our motivation comes from analyzing this
equation for quantum fields. Thanks to the linearity of Dλ, a quantization of the solution
spaces Solλ is possible in quite a straightforward manner, as we shall outline in this section.
We will distinguish two cases: The case of a symmetric differential operator, which naturally
leads to CCR quantization, and the case of a Dirac operator, which naturally leads to CAR
quantization. For (pre-)normally differential operators D without the non-local perturbation
W , such an analysis has been carried out in [BG11], and for Dirac operators with a perturbation
which is local in time, see [BV10].

We begin with the CCR case and assume that D is a symmetric differential operator with
symmetric perturbation W =W ∗ (and real coupling λ). We also introduce a conjugation C on
❈N , i.e. an antiunitary involution C : ❈N → ❈N . By pointwise action, C operates also on all
function spaces appearing here, and will be denoted by the same symbol C everywhere. Note
that on L 2, the so defined conjugation is antiunitary. To single out a real space of solutions,
we assume that

DCf = CDf , WCf = CWf , f ∈ C
∞
0 . (4.1)

An example for this situation is given by the Klein-Gordon operator D = � + V (x) and
an integral operator Ww (2.5), where V ∈ C∞(❘n,❈N×N ), w ∈ C∞

0 (❘n × ❘n,❈N×N ) are
potentials which take only real values in some basis of ❈N , and C is complex conjugation in
that basis.

For real λ, then also Dλ = D + λW and C commute, and we define

Solλ,C := {f ∈ Solλ : Cf = f} . (4.2)

Proposition 4.1. (Symplectic structure of solution spaces)
a) Under the assumptions made, the sesquilinear form ρλ (2.26) restricts to a real-valued

real bilinear non-degenerate symplectic form σλ : Solλ,C × Solλ,C → ❘.

b) The Møller operators Ωλ,± and the scattering operator Sλ restrict to symplectomorphisms
Ωλ,± : (Solλ,C , σλ) → (Sol0,C , σ0) and Sλ : (Sol0,C , σ0) → (Sol0,C , σ0), respectively.

Proof. a) It is clear that σλ is real bilinear, and using a decomposition into real and imaginary
parts w.r.t. C, one also sees that σλ inherits non-degenerateness from ρλ.

As the conjugation C preserves supports, we have supp(CR±
λCf) = supp(R±

λCf) ⊂
J±(supp f)∪J±(K), f ∈ C∞

0 . Furthermore, CR±
λCDf = CR±

λDCf = C2f = f and similarly,
DCR±

λCf = f . In view of the uniqueness of the fundamental advanced and retarded solutions
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(Proposition 2.12), we conclude CR±
λC = R±

λ . This implies that σλ is real-valued: For any
f, g ∈ C∞

0 , Cf = f , Cg = g, we have

σλ(Rλf,Rλg) = 〈f,Rλg〉 = 〈Cf,RλCg〉 = 〈f, CRλCg〉 = 〈f,Rλg〉 = σλ(Rλf,Rλg) .

Antisymmetry of σλ follows now from (2.27).
b) The definition (2.32) of Ωλ,± and the fact that CRλC = Rλ, CRC = R implies that

Ωλ,± maps Solλ,C onto Sol0,C . The fact that these operators are symplectic follows from
Proposition 2.17 c). The analogous statements for Sλ are easily deduced from (2.35) and
Theorem 2.18 b).

We thus have a real linear space Solλ,C endowed with a real-valued real bilinear non-
degenerate symplectic form σλ. These data can now be used to proceed to a quantum field φλ
satisfying the differential equation Dλφλ = 0 by considering the corresponding CCR algebra
Aλ := CCR (Solλ,C , σλ) over (Solλ,C , σλ) in a canonical manner [BR97].

On the level of the C∗-algebras Aλ, A0, we have Bogoliubov isomorphisms αλ,± : Aλ → A0,
induced by the Møller operators, and a scattering automorphism sλ : A0 → A0, induced by Sλ.

The second case we want to consider is the more particular case of a Dirac operator D as an ex-
ample of a prenormally hyperbolic operator (withD′ = −D). Thus we takeD = −iγµ∂µ+V (x),
where the γµ satisfy the Clifford relations [Coq88], in particular, (γ0)∗ = γ0 = (γ0)−1 and
(γk)∗ = −γk = γ0γkγ0, k = 1, ..., s. We restrict to dimension n even or n = 3 mod 8 or n = 9
mod 8. Setting N := 2n/2 for n even and N := 2(n−1)/2 for n odd, one can then also find a
charge conjugation for the Dirac matrices γµ, that is an antiunitary involution C : ❈N → ❈N

satisfying CγµC = −γµ, µ = 0, 1, ..., s. As before, we will use the same symbol C to denote its
pointwise action on functions taking values in ❈N .

We then have C(−iγµ∂µ)C = −iγµ∂µ, and upon requiring CV (x)C = V (x), CWC = W ,
also CDλC = Dλ (for λ real). As before, this implies CR±

λC = R±
λ .

Furthermore, the potential V and the perturbation W are required to satisfy γ0V γ0 = V ∗,
γ0Wγ0 = W ∗. In that case, we have Dλ

∗ = γ0Dλγ
0, and thus Rλ

∗ = −γ0Rλγ
0. Now we

define

δλ : Solλ × Solλ → ❈ , (4.3)

δλ(Rλf,Rλg) := iρλ(Rλγ
0f,Rλg) = i〈f, γ0Rλg〉 . (4.4)

Proposition 4.2. (Hilbert space structure of Dirac field solution spaces)

a) Under the assumptions made, (Solλ, δλ) is a pre Hilbert space, with Hilbert space comple-
tion denoted Kλ. If Σt is a Cauchy hyperplane such that K ⊂ Σ+

t or K ⊂ Σ−
t , then

δλ(Rλf,Rλg) =

∫

Σt

((Rλf)t, (Rλg)t) . (4.5)

b) The Møller operators Ωλ,± and the scattering operator Sλ extend to unitaries Ωλ,± : Kλ →
K0 and Sλ : K0 → K0, respectively.

c) The conjugation C induces an antiunitary operator Cλ on Kλ by CλRλf := RλCf . We
have

Ωλ,±Cλ = C0Ωλ,± , SλC0 = C0Sλ . (4.6)
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Proof. a) As Rλ
∗ = −γ0Rλγ

0, the mapping δλ(Rλf,Rλg) = −i〈f, γ0Rλg〉 = i〈Rλf, γ
0g〉 (4.4)

is well-defined, and clearly sesquilinear.
Furthermore, once (4.5) is established, it is clear from this form that δλ is positive semidef-

inite. Actually, it is then definite: For if δλ(Rλf,Rλf) = 0, then the solution Rλf ∈ Solλ
vanishes on each Cauchy hyperplane Σt such that K ⊂ Σt. Thus Rλf is supported in a light
cone, which implies Rλf = 0.

So it remains to show (4.5). To this end, we proceed in an analogous fashion as in the
proof of Proposition 2.12, see also [Dim82, Prop. 1.2, Prop. 2.2], [BV10, Prop. 2.1], [BG11,
Lemma 3.17], for similar arguments for Dirac operators without non-local perturbation.

Let Σt be a Cauchy hyperplane such that K ⊂ Σ+
t (the case K ⊂ Σ−

t is analogous),
f, g ∈ C∞

0 , and consider the vector fields Xµ
±(x) := −((R±

λ f)(x), γ
0γµ(Rλg)(x)). Using the

relations of the Clifford algebra and V (x)∗ = γ0V (x)γ0, we compute

∂µX
µ
±(x) = −i((R±

λ f)(x), γ
0(−iγµ∂µ(Rλg)(x)) + i((−iγµ∂µ(R

±
λ f)(x), γ

0(Rλg)(x))

= −i((R±
λ f)(x), γ

0(DRλg)(x)) + i((DR±
λ f)(x), γ

0(Rλg)(x))

= iλ((R±
λ f)(x), γ

0(WRλg)(x))− iλ((WR±
λ f)(x), γ

0(Rλg)(x)) + i(f(x), γ0(Rλg)(x)).

The support ofXµ
± has compact intersection with Σ∓

t . Making use of Gauss’ theorem, ±
∫
Σt
(X0

±)t =∫
Σt

∓ ∂µX
µ
±, and taking into account (γ0)2 = 1, we get

∓

∫

Σt

((R±
λ f)t, (Rλg)t) = i

∫

Σ±
t

(f, γ0Rλg) + iλ

∫

Σ±
t

(R±
λ f, γ

0WRλg)− iλ

∫

Σ±
t

(WR±
λ f, γ

0Rλg)

= i

∫

Σ±
t

(f, γ0Rλg) ,

where in the second step, we have used K ⊂ Σ+ and γ0Wγ0 =W ∗.
Adding the equations for both choices of “±” gives the claimed equation (4.5):

∫

Σt

((Rλf)t, (Rλg)t) = i〈f, γ0Rλg〉 = δλ(Rλf,Rλg) .

b) Let f± ∈ C∞
0 (Σ±

τ±
). Then Ωλ,±Rλf

± = Rf±, and with Proposition 2.17 c), we get

δ0(Ωλ,±Rλf
±,Ωλ,±Rλg

±) = δ0(Rf
±, Rg±) = iρ0(Rγ

0f±, Rg±)

= iρλ(Rλγ
0f±, Rλg

±) = δλ(Rλf
±, Rλg

±) .

As the spaces RλC
∞
0 Σ±

τ±
) ⊂ Kλ and R0C

∞
0 (Σ±

τ±
) ⊂ K0 are dense by construction of Kλ, K0,

this shows that Ωλ,± are linear isometries with dense domains and ranges, and therefore extend
to unitaries. The scattering operator is also unitary as the product of Ωλ,+ and Ωλ,−

−1.
c) As Rλ and C commute, Cλ is well defined, and in view of

δλ(CλRλf, CλRλg) = i〈Cf, γ0RλCg〉 = −i〈f, Cγ0CRλg〉 = i〈f, γ0Rλg〉 = δλ(Rλf,Rλg),

also antiunitary. The commutation relations (4.6) follow directly from the definition of the
Møller operators and CRλC = Rλ.

In the case of a perturbed Dirac operator, we have thus constructed a family of Hilbert
spaces Kλ with antiunitary involutions Cλ, and can use these data to proceed to the CAR
algebras Fλ := CAR (Kλ, Cλ) over (Kλ, Cλ) [BR97], similarly to the CCR case for symmetric
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Dλ. Again we have induced Bogoliubov isomorphisms αλ,± : Fλ → F0 on the level of the
C∗-algebras Fλ and F0, induced by the Møller operators, and a scattering automorphism sλ :
F0 → F0, induced by Sλ. These structures form the prerequisites for a systematic study of the
corresponding quantum Dirac fields.

In quantum field theory, the essential physical information is contained in the local structure
of the algebra Aλ (or Fλ), i.e. a net O 7→ Aλ(O) mapping sub spacetimes O of ❘n to sub
algebras Aλ(O) of Aλ [Haa96]. Note that although the algebras Aλ and A0 (or Fλ,F0) are
isomorphic “globally”, i.e. as C∗-algebras, they are not “locally isomorphic” in the sense that
the isomorphisms αλ,± do not carry the subalgebras Aλ(O), A0(O) into each other. In fact, one
expects that the effects of the noncommutative perturbation W manifest themselves precisely
on the level of these nets by deviations from the usual local and covariant QFT setting. These
matters will be studied in more detail in a forthcoming publication.
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